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What idiotic policies. Why would any rational person believe it's a good idea to emulate the train
wreck that is California?

If dimwitted liberals actually succeeded in forcing everyone into all electric homes and cars, the
power grid will totally collapse.

It's not just the difficulty of generating enough so-called green electricity at night when it's needed.
(Since current large scale battery storage is not practical, safe or affordable, it's a pipe dream that
so-called green energy sources will provide more than a minuscule portion of our energy demand.)

It's not even the fact, that by trying to remove existing hydro dams and rejecting nuclear power, that
the libs are fighting against the only two practical and affordable clean energy sources that we
currently have available.

We don't even need to discuss the fact that range and charging times for EV's make them extremely
impractical for most people or that their cost is out of sight. (and for heaven's sake, let's not talk
about the all-too-common problem with explosive lithium battery fires.) We don't even need to talk
about the extreme environmental degradation of lithium mining.

Heck, I'll even forget to mention that several studies show that carbon emissions over the entire
lifecycle from battery manufacture to junkyard are not much different for EV's vs ICE cars. I'll even
leave out that the worlds lithium deposits tend to be controlled by our enemies, leaving us very
vulnerable to supply chain disruptions and blackmail.

But the real elephant in the room is the capacity of the entire electrical distribution system. The
current electrical system is physically unable to carry the load needed for total electrification. Every
transmission wire in every branch of the system, from power plants to the wires that supply our
individual neighborhoods would need to be replaced with exponentially larger wire. Simply put, our
current system is simply not designed to provide the amperage needed for everyone to charge their
cars at home after work, so it would overload and automatically shut down. It would take countless
trillions to upgrade the system and many decades if not a century to complete.

Why are the dem's pushing this idiocy? Why do they ignore facts, science and common sense?
Simply put, climate extremism has become the left's religion. In typical dem fashion, they don't
want to debate their religion or try to convert you to their beliefs. No, we're too stupid to see the
light, so we must be forced to bow to their climate god. (Maybe it's just me, but it seems very
reminiscent of the tactics of the Taliban.)


